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Economics. Politics. Society. How do these three work together and in what order? Questioning the order in which societies organize is fundamental to understanding economic development and international political economy. International organizations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank are integral to how developing societies determine that ordering, by proffering development norms and sanctioning appropriate economic behaviour. This book takes a step back to look at how the Fund and the Bank take up the ideas they do and translate them into policies that are then propagated throughout the developing world. We did not know that we shared these concerns until we met in 2005. We both had the pleasure of attending a World Bank workshop organized by Diane Stone in Budapest. We didn’t know each other then, but the workshop brought us together with a number of like-minded people who have contributed to this volume, people we now call friends.

The workshop was important for identifying researchers who had taken up the constructivist challenge identified by Michael Barnett and Martha Finnemore in 1999: to open the proverbial black box of international organizations (IOs) to see how and why they make the decisions they do. We view this edited collection as representative of a new generation of IO scholars who do just that. All of the people in this book examine how and why the IMF and the World Bank operate the way they do by tracing how ideas enter into these institutions and become policies that the Fund and the Bank promote to developing countries, which is a process that creates what we call ‘policy norms’. We therefore owe an intellectual debt to Barnett and Finnemore, and a personal debt to Diane Stone. Not only did she arrange the first meeting in Budapest, but we would meet more contributors to this volume when Diane organized a third World Bank workshop that we both attended in Bled in 2007.

In the time between these World Bank workshops the idea for a volume capturing the constructivist work being undertaken on ideas within these two IOs grew. Antje was then persuaded to come to Australia over
Christmas and it was in Adelaide that we set to work to determine what such a volume might look like. We organized a panel at the International Studies Association (ISA) in Chicago in 2007 with Jeff Chwieroth and others, which despite being last on the programme for the conference that year was very well attended. It provided impetus for us to continue. We then brought all of our participants and discussants together at an ISA workshop in San Francisco in 2008, followed by a panel in New York in 2009. By that stage, we had our manuscript and were hoping to find a home for it. We found that with Cambridge University Press. Later in 2009 we polished the work in Copenhagen, which shows just how many miles have been covered in putting this book together!

In terms of the IMF and the World Bank, their practices also show the distance these institutions have covered in areas like gender, social development, debt, sustainability, and in taking up new public management. But they also demonstrate how some ideas that are picked up wane in importance. The volume is unique therefore in showing not only how positive ‘good’ ideas are consumed by IOs, but also how ideas are filtered through the policy-making process, and how norms may decline in importance in these institutions. In this regard we see the value-added of this collection as not only in bringing the constructivist norms literature into our analysis of these IOs, but in showing that examining ideas should not be, and is not, solely focused on tracing successful stories of the diffusion of ‘liberal’ ideas.

In tracing how these institutions take up ideas and turn them into policy we hope that the volume will appeal to development scholars as well. Our nine cases of policy norms cover vital issue areas that are fundamental to development – not just debt and gender as mentioned earlier, but also current and capital account liberalization, and pension and tax reform. How policies are decided, and on what normative basis, is critical for the Fund and the Bank in terms of their relationship with societies in their attempts to develop. It is also central to perceptions of the IMF’s and the World Bank’s importance and power in the international political economy. The 2008 global recession has reinvigorated the IMF and boosted World Bank lending after their decline in importance stemming from criticism of their actions during the Asian financial crisis and as a result of the abundance of private capital flowing to developing countries from the 1990s. Yet the book also points out how external shocks like financial crises and the end of the Cold War are just one of the triggers for new thinking and new policy norms to enter into these institutions. The book also recognizes that IOs tend to have staying power in light of uncertain political, economic and social conditions. We hope this book helps in
making sense of the waxing and waning of Fund and Bank influence,  
through tracing how their ideas emerge and how their policies are formu-
lated both as reflexive responses to their member states and non-state 
actors, and from pushes for change by staff inside these organizations.  
Work on this book began in December 2006 in a library in Adelaide,  
Australia. This was the first of many intense sessions to come, some of 
which took place in cafés around the world, but most of which occurred 
through email and phone conversations. All of the authors were brought 
together at the workshop in San Francisco in 2008 when the main ideas of 
this book had already begun to take shape. We asked our contributors to 
present their specialized knowledge on IMF and World Bank policies and 
to fit it within our conceptual framework of emerging, stabilizing and 
decaying ‘policy norms’. An intensive period of revisions followed before 
submission to the publisher. Our thanks go to the contributors to this 
volume, for their patience and excellent collaboration. Chapters arrived 
on time, they came with lots of good humour and great ideas – you have 
made this such a straightforward process that we cannot thank you 
enough.

We have so many more colleagues and scholars to thank for helping to 
bring the ideas in this book to fruition. We would like to thank Diane 
Stone for arranging a series of World Bank workshops, especially the first 
one in Hungary where many of us met for the first time, and the third 
workshop in Slovenia where we were introduced to other scholars who 
would then join this volume. The workshops were part of the Research 
Bank on the World Bank project initiated by Diane Stone and first hosted 
by the Central European University (co-sponsored by the World Bank 
and the Economic and Social Research Council). The workshops would 
also establish the Research Alliance for Development to promote a shar-
ing of ideas and research between scholars and the World Bank. We would 
like to thank everyone who commented on the various papers and acted as 
discussants to panels for this collection: Steven Bernstein, Jacqueline 
Best, Toby Carroll, Ralf Leiteritz, Leonard Seabrooke, Ole Jacob 
Sending, Jason Sharman, Diane Stone, Mike Tierney and Antje Wiener. 
We would like to thank the International Studies Association for the 
Catalytic Research Workshop grant that funded the 2008 workshop in 
San Francisco where we were able to have all of the contributors in 
one place and to take apart and put back together the ideas in each of 
the chapters. ISA also hosted our panels before the workshop and 
after. Knowing that ISA was arriving every February was a good boost 
for getting drafts finished! We would also like to thank Tom O’Brien 
for doing the hard slog of putting together our bibliography: we really 
appreciate it.
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